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built in the early 1900s, pèntum is a typeface that was once quite popular in sweden, and features a very stylish,
scandinavian feel. the font has a broad range of weights and widths, and a strong, modern feel. the uppercase a, e,
and o are especially attractive, with wonderful, rounded curves that have a slight looseness to them. the italic a, e,

and o are much more refined and elegant, with much more regular curves. pèntum is a font with strong, clean
lines, and a definite sense of style. it is well-suited to headlines, logos, and other large text. but it also works well
for body text, and as the name indicates, you can design your text so it appears to have grown out of the page.
designed by paul barnes in 1982, the typeface was inspired by the work of the canadian artist and typographer
john boyd, and features a very subtle, but nonetheless important, influence from the handlettering style of the

period. the uppercase e and e are particularly striking, with a unique double-story handwriting look and feel. the
horizontal strokes of the uppercase c, h, j, and l are beautifully rounded. the body of the fonts is an interesting mix
of a variety of styles, from the restrained and elegant to the aggressive and strong. it provides a great foundation
for many different styles of body text, and offers a sense of unpredictability. in the late 1700s, the american type
founder william caslon released one of his most successful fonts, caslon, which is still very popular today. the font
was named after caslon, an english type designer active in the early 18th century. this lettering style is a mixture

of serif and sans serif designs, with a very consistent and consistent style. the uppercase c, i, and l have generous,
rounded serifs and gentle curves. the italic c, i, and l are more delicate and refined, with a more regular, finely-

drawn style. like all of the caslon fonts, it is a font that is beautifully legible and very versatile, and works well with
different styles of body text.
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